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1. INTRODUCTION
Television continues to be the most influential medium in Macedonia even in the era of the Internet
and social networks, as demonstrated by the public opinion surveys,1 according to which more than 85% of
the respondents in 2017 listed television as their main source of political news. This medium remains the
primary source of information on the basis of which citizens build their views and make political decisions
on the social processes.
Through the central news editions, television channels have the “power” to decide how well citizens
will be informed. Whether they would provide simple information related to daily events or present those
events through comprehensive articles in which they will present the wider context and make them more
understandable, mostly depends on their editorial policy. Television channels decide independently as to
the available space and the manner of following the agenda imposed by the daily events, which should
inevitably be part of the central news. The question of their editorial policy is also whether and to what
extent they would abandon that framework and offer content that is the product of the initiative taken by
the newsrooms for focusing the attention of the audience to other circumstances or chronic problems that
often remain ignored or forgotten, and yet have a significant public interest.

1.1. Socio-political and media context
In Macedonia, in addition to the public broadcasting service with two channels, there are five more
national terrestrial TV channels and a greater number of cable TV channels, some of which have a large
viewership that can even compete with the terrestrial TV channels.2 The number of different TV channels
broadcasting news editions with wider social interest content is quite significant, however this in itself does
not guarantee a better informed viewer.
In 2017, the country emerged from a political crisis, which also included systematic control over the media,
which was observed by both domestic and international relevant observers. Control was directly exerted
through direct influencing on the editorial policy, pressure and the establishment of financial-clientelist
relations between the media and the political and business centres of power. Media scene research3 in
this period showed that more than half of the national TV channels had great similarities not only in the
content they presented, but also in the reporting approach. In this way, not only was the diversity of the news
suppressed, it also showed that instead of serving the public interest, most of the media advocated specific
political interests4 of the political parties from the former ruling government. Thus, a survey conducted from
19 December 2015 to 29 January 2016, noted that the TV channels MTV1, MTV2, Sitel, Alfa and Kanal 5
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continued the trend of propaganda reporting in favour of the government, especially in favour of the then
ruling party VMRO-DPMNE, and that “the editorial conventions (...) continue, clearly visible from the selection
of the same topics, the same cited sources and the same perspective, which makes the featured stories on
different televisions look like they were edited from the same power center”.5 The environment in which the
media functioned in that period also reflected the weakening of their professional capacities,6 since some
of them practically, neither needed, nor did they invest, any human and material resources to do a more
extensive research on the topics and strengthen the research and analytical approach in their reporting.
Since the arrival of the new government on 1 June 2017, the situation in the media sphere has
considerably become more relaxed than before, and the new government has shown its willingness to
free the media space from influences and pressure. Thus, advertising in the media with budget money was
abolished with the Government Decision, amendments to the laws were introduced in order to prevent
the political influence in the public service broadcaster and the regulatory body for the media, a series of
consultations were organized between the government, the media and the civic organizations for improving
the conditions and legislation in the media sphere, and the government has also invested considerable
human and technical resources in strengthening their public relations services, in order to improve the
transparency of the institutions in their work.

1.2. Goal of the research paper
The main goal of the research is to determine how the eight TV channels in Macedonia (the most viewed
5 terrestrial and one cable, as well as the two channels of the public service broadcaster) report in the new
socio-political conditions from the aspect of diversity in the thematic and genre representation, journalistic
engagement, representation of different actors and geographical coverage. The intention is to determine how
the public media function in the current circumstances and how they are trying to serve the public interest
and ensure a better and a more comprehensive manner of informing the citizens.
The national television channels are the most powerful media in the country. Compared to other media,
they have the most numerous newsrooms and the strongest human and technical potentials to go beyond
the simple transmission of information about daily events and to go deeper into the current topics, as well as
to open topics of public interest on their own. Although analytical and narrative styles of journalism are more
of a feature of the print media, in cases such as Macedonia, where several newspapers have closed down or
are on the verge of financial existence, television remains a medium that has the capacity and responsibility
to generate topics of public interest.
The power of the media was regularly abused by the last ruling government for political marketing,
orchestrated attacks on critics and the limitation of space for the people with different opinions. The 2016 ICS
report concluded that: “Journalism is losing its function as a guardian of the public interest and a neutral and
distant critic: instead of protecting the interest of the citizens, it is turning into an informative propaganda of the
ruling party.”7 In conducting these roles, contrary to the public interest, TV channels Sitel, Kanal 5 and Alfa, and
often the public service broadcaster MTV 1, acted as if they were managed by one and the same newsroom.
The survey aims to determine the direction in which the media scene has developed from this aspect in the
beginning of 2018 in conditions of a changed socio-political context and the extent to which TV channels use
their capacity to contribute to enriching the diversity and quality of the content covered in the news editions.
The basic challenge is whether/how to provide comprehensive, diversed and quality content that would
enable better informing and understanding of the current and chronic conditions in the country for the citizens,
which will not be a simple “mirroring” of the news from another television station. This is crucial for the active
participation of citizens in decision-making processes.
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1.3. Covered TV channels и monitoring period
The survey covered the central news editions of eight television channels which were monitored for a
week, from Monday, 19 February to Sunday, 25 February 2018. In that period, the monitored televisions
published a total of 796 feature stories.
Table 1: Monitored news editions
TV CHANNELS
MTV 1

MTV 2

ALFA

ALSAT-M

KANAL 5

SITEL

TELMA

TV 24

19:30 ч.

18:30 ч.

17:30 ч.

22:30 ч.

18:00 ч.

19:00 ч.

18:30 ч.

17:00 ч.

The monitored period was suitable for research, as there were no extraordinary events, such as major
political changes or natural disasters that would completely occupy the attention of the public and the
media. Yet, many important events took place, most of which were related to foreign policy, where the
main focus was on the name dispute and the Euro-Atlantic integrations. Additionally, there were several
dramatic cases related to social protection, the judiciary, inter-party relations, one tragic event in which
two Macedonian mountaineers lost their lives, as well as other current topics which generated significant
public interests.
The analyzed period allowed the monitoring of diversity in the reporting from various aspects. On the
one hand, the monitoring was focused on the extent to which media meet their duty to regularly cover
and update on the current events. On the other hand, it explored the ways in which different media cover
current events, the extent to which they investigate them, and the extent to which they try to impose
their specifics in reporting, in contrast to the simple transmission of the latest information. The subject of
the monitoring was also the extent to which the media open topics of public interest beyond the current
agenda, which topics are covered the most and which topics receive priority as the first featured stories in
the news editions. The monitoring also explored the most common genres in the central news, the various
actors from different social realms who were most present, as well as the geographical distribution or
concentration in the reporting.

2. GENRE DIVERSITY IN THE CENTRAL NEWS EDITIONS
The reports related to current events were the most popular journalistic genre used in the central news
in the given period on all monitored TV channels. They accounted for about 60% of the broadcasted feature
stories. The report was the dominant genre on each TV channel individually. Most of the monitored TV
channels broadcasted more than 60 reports each, and their number was lower on TV Kanal 5 and TV Alsat-M.
Yet, distinctive differences in the genre approach, depending on the content of the reports and the
use of other genres in news editions, could be noticed from TV channel to TV channel. Some TV channels
adhered to transmissive reporting, transmitting the latest developments without dwelling on them and
going deeper into the story. Others reported on current topics through comprehensive features by adding
the responses of stakeholders and the background to the events in the latest developments, thus providing
a broader context. In other cases, the media added information to the reports that they themselves
received or statements and opinions they provided themselves, in order to offer a more extensive or a more
comprehensive overview of the topic.
The second most popular genre was the delivered statement without any journalistic intervention. Many
announcements were published in a similar way. The news was also included in informative genres. Only
about 15 percent of published feature stories were analyses, interviews, research stories or features.
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Table 2: Genre representation by TV channel (number of features)
GENRE
TOTAL

MTV 1

MTV 2

ALFA

TV CHANNELS
АЛСАТ- KANAL
М
5

SITEL

TELMA

TV 24

REPORT

476

63

56

62

49

47

68

62

69

NEWS

55

11

7

10

/

8

6

5

8

ANNOUNCEMENT

44

12

2

9

1

9

4

5

2

ANALYSIS

56

1

5

12

16

8

4

2

8

FEATURES

21

3

/

1

1

3

4

6

3

STATEMENT

111

24

9

25

2

15

13

13

10

RESEARCH

17

/

/

/

/

1

/

4

12

INTERVIEW

18

2

/

1

/

9

2

1

3

SURVEY

1

/

1

/

/

/

/

/

/

COMMENTARY

3

/

/

3

/

/

/

/

/

REBUTTAL

1

/

/

/

/

/

1

/

/

Macedonian Television, both the First and the Second Programme, often kept up the simple
transmission of information about the daily events. MTV 1 had the practice of publishing various
responses on the same topic in separate articles (in particular, the reactions of the opposition), due
to which the television published a significant number of feature stories that were merely transmitted
statements and announcements. During the entire researched period, MTV 1 published only one
analysis (quotation: “Two-week parliamentary lethargy. Many MPs on official trips, the opposition MPs
not attending plenary sessions”, 19 February 2018), three feature stories, among which one for the
preparation of a new theater show, as well as an interview with the European Parliament’s rapporteur
for Macedonia, Ivo Vajgl. The analyses were quite rare on MTV 2 (title: “Analysts: a signal that the
integration and the name issues are in the focus”, 25 February 2018).
Sitel TV, whose news is the most viewed,8 only occasionally used genres that required a more
complex engagement of the authors such as the analyses (title: “Re-grouping in the Albanian Political
Corps after the definitive break up of BESA”, 21.2.2018), features (title: “Chaos in the Birth Register”,
22.2.2018) or interviews. The reports were mostly featured on TV Telma (title: “Urbanization Destroys
Cultural Heritage”, 25.2.2018), and occasionally on TV 24 (title: “Landfill in the centre of Skopje”,
23.2.2018), TV Kanal 5 and other televisions.
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The analytical approach was
particularly characteristic of
TV Alsat-M (title: “Ambiguities
concerning the economic
development plan”,
23.2.2018), which in the
investigated period published
16 analyses, and partially
for TV ALFA with 12 analyses
(title: “Zezhov: By removing
the monuments we are
denouncing the Macedonian
history”, 22 February 2018).
The following week, TV Kanal
5 and TV 24 broadcast eight
analyses.

Chart 1: Representation of analysis by TV channel
TV 24
TELMA

8
2

SITEL

4

KANAL 5

8

ALSAT-M

16
12

ALFA
5

MTV 2
MTV 1

1
56

TOTAL

The specifics of TV Kanal 5 were the interviews. Frequent involvement with live-speakers or recorded
conversations on this television channel contributed to broadcasting half (9) of the interviews in its news
editions out out of the total of 18 broadcast interviews on the eight television channels in the reporting
period. All other televisions broadcast less than three interviews, and some did not have this genre at all.
What distinguishes TV Alfa with respect to the genres was the commentary approach. In addition to
publishing classic commentary features (announcement: “The prize-winning question: What is the reason
behind Zaev‘s optimism despite the rigid public Greek red lines”, 21.02.2018), this form of expression was
often found in the announcements of other feature stories.
Only three televisions, TV 24, TV Telma and TV Kanal 5 published investigative feature stores, and twothirds of them were broadcast on TV 24. TV 24 investigated topics that were not directly related to daily
events, but were nevertheless topics of public interest, such as tenders in the Skopje High Schools (title:
“Arsenij Jovkov Investigation”, 20.02.2018), the health system, the procurements in certain municipalities,
etc. TV Kanal 5 broadcast a survey (title: “Is the MoI legally entitled to use English in passports”, 19.02.2018).
TV Telma was characteristic in applying this form in its reporting on the current events as well (title: “Kalina
and Aleksandar froze in an hour”, 21.02.2018).

3. TOPICS COVERED IN THE CENTRAL NEWS EDITIONS OF THE MONITORED TV CHANNELS
Foreign policy developments were the most frequent area reported by TV channels during the monitoring
period. The survey was conducted during a period of intense diplomatic efforts for finding a solution to the
longstanding name issue between Macedonia and Greece, which included not only the establishments of both
countries, but also the international community. The meetings of Prime Minister Zoran Zaev with Chancellor
Angela Merkel in Berlin and the European Commission President Jean-Claude Juncker in Skopje, as well as
President Gjorge Ivanov‘s visit of the Turkish President Recep Tayyip Erdogan were observed through this
prism. On this topic, the various messages from the Macedonian and Greek representatives on the name
issue, as well as the views of third parties, were regularly covered and analyzed. In the context of this interstate
dispute was the news coverage with respect to the change of the signs on the highway from Tabanovce to
Gevgelija and the Skopje Airport, as well as the change of the names of the highway from “Alexander the
Great” into “Friendship” and the name of the airport from “Alexander the Great” into “International Airport
Skopje“. The public service MTV 1, TV Alfa and TV Kanal 5 paid great attention to these topics, and immediately
behind them was TV Sitel. Some televisions, such as TV Telma, TV 24 and TVA Alsat-M, did not cover the visit
of President Gjorge Ivanov to Turkey.
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Table 3: The most represented topics in the reporting of the news editions of the TV channels
(number of features)
TOPICS

TV CHANNELS
Аlsat- Kanal
М
5

TOTAL

MTV 1

MTV 2

Alfa

Sitel

Telma

TV 24

NAME DISPUTE

50

4

3

14

3

11

7

4

4

EU INTEGRATIONS

29

10

2

5

3

3

2

3

1

ZAEV-MERKEL

19

3

2

3

2

3

2

2

2

ZAEV-JUNCKER

16

2

2

2

2

4

1

1

2

IVANOV IN TURKEY

12

3

1

3

/

2

3

/

/

AIRPORT

9

1

/

1

1

2

1

2

1

CASE ”25 MAY”

55

6

3

8

6

9

9

7

7

CASE “27 APRIL”

39

6

5

6

5

3

4

5

5

PARLIAMENT

33

4

6

3

3

3

5

7

2

KJOSETO

36

5

1

12

2

6

5

2

3

RETIREMENT

24

4

1

3

3

4

6

3

/

CULTURE
PROGRAMME

17

2

1

2

3

4

1

3

1

KAJMAKCHALAN

17

2

/

2

/

2

5

4

2

MEDIA

33

3

5

5

4

4

2

3

7

CORRUPTION

32

5

2

2

1

2

2

9

9

HEALTH

25

2

1

4

3

4

2

3

6

EDUCATION

22

3

4

3

4

1

1

3

3

AGRICULTURE

16

6

1

1

/

1

4

1

2

ENVIRONMENT

15

1

2

3

1

1

4

2

1

The most frequent single topic was the scandal involving the sexual abuse of a 13-year-old girl from the
Public Institute for sheltering of children with educational and social problems “25 May”, who was raped,
forced into prostitution and had an abortion. During the monitoring period, the activities of the Ministry of
Labor and Social Policy regarding this case, the reactions of various non-governmental organizations and
other subjects, the opposition calls to responsibility etc. were covered. All televisions, with the exception
of the Second Programme Service MTV 2, reported intensively on this case.
Public attention was also focused on several decisions regarding the holding or releasing of persons
suspected for the parliament incident of 27 April 2107 in detention, when a large group of citizens, part of
them with masks on their faces, stormed the parliament building immediately after the election of Talat
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Xhaferi as Parliament Speaker and physically attacked some of the MPs from the SDSM and the Alliance
for Albanians, inflicting them with physical injuries. The judicial hearings on cases conducted by the Special
Public Prosecutor‘s Office and other events were also covered. The frequency of reporting on these two
topics was similar on all monitored television channels.
During the research period, the Parliament faced various problems, among which the biggest was lack of
quorum to hold sessions and vote on laws, as the opposition boycotted the sessions, and the majority was
tight. Some parliamentary parties were confronted with internal divisions, such as BESA. These topics were
regularly covered, mostly by the First and Second Programme Service MTV 1 and MTV 2 and by TV Telma.
The information that on the night of 22 February the city authorities in Skopje removed the monument
of Andon Lazov Kjoseto from the yard of the Supreme Court building, erected with the decision of the
previous government as part of the controversial Skopje 2014 project was reported in the opening of the
news. The dismantling of the monument caused numerous reactions that the media covered with varying
intensity, and TV Alfa led in the coverage of this topic.
In the monitored period, a debate was held over the retirement age limit in Macedonia. This debate
intensified after Prime Minister Zaev told the Parliament that the increase of the retirement age limit was
possible as an ultimate measure, which caused severe reactions from the public and the opposition. Most
media elaborated on this topic, and the broadest in its coverage was TV Sitel.
During this period, the Ministry of Culture was still asked to provide answers about the disputed
distribution of budget funds through the annual cultural programme, for assigning funds to unknown
associations, organizations close to the commission members, etc. The updates on this controversy were
regularly covered, especially on TV Alsat-M, TV Kanal 5 and TV Telma.
The Public Prosecutor‘s Office opened an investigation into the tragedy that killed two Macedonian
mountaineers on Mount Kajmakchalan on 11 February 2018, and TV Sitel and TV Telma were particularly
interested in this topic.
A number of features were broadcast on various topics related to the education and health, as well as
features on corruption cases (school tenders, political party financing, criminal reports of abuses) or states
ascertained in international reports and reactions.

3.1. Manner of reporting on the most presented topics in the central news editions of
the TV channels
Television channels showed moderate differences in the coverage of current topics in the monitoring
period in their news editions, as well as in the approach to reporting on them. The media that placed
more emphasis on topics they dealt with independently (TV 24, TV Alsat-M) broadcast fewer stories about
the current topics compared to others. In most cases, the reporting on these topics was done through
comprehensive reports that combined various daily topics (events, statements, announcements, reactions)
to which the wider context was added. However, some TV channels tried to do more than their competition
about different topics. The differences were, in some cases, due to editorial policies about which topics
should be given priority, and in others they were the result of a TV competition on which television station
would provide more detailed and exclusive information on current topics.
Regarding the foreign policy topics, TV Alfa especially stood out with their analytical feature stories on
the name issue, some of which contained subjective interpretations and conclusions directed against the
current government (title: “After the denial from Kotzias, Zaev received another political blow from the
Bulgarian President” 19.2.2018), and with publishing information that was not available on other media
(title: “The Prince of Liechtenstein confronted Greece on the Macedonia issue”, 20.2.2018). TV Kanal 5 dealt
with the name issue from several different angles, publishing comprehensive reports, analyses (title: “Why
is it absurd for Athens to change the Constitution of Macedonia”, 20.2.2018), researches (title: “Is the MoI
legally entitled to use English in passports“, 19.02.2018) and interviews with professors and political analysts
(Jove Kekenovski, Andrea Stojkovski, Risto Nikovski, Aleksandar Spasov, Aleksandar Krzhalovski). MTV 1 and
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TV Sitel intensively followed these topics and placed them in the opening of the news editions, generally
through extended daily reports, while TV Sitel, in some cases, tried to give a broader overview of the events
(title: “Tsipras with firm staunch: No solution to the name without changing the Constitution,” 24.2.2018).
The other four television channels also regularly and fully informed about all the current events in this
area, but less often covered the story with their own reviews and analyses, although there were exceptions
with respect to MTV 2 (title: “Analysts: a signal that the name and the reforms are in the focus“, 25.2.2018),
on Alsat-M TV (title: “The name package in the hands of Tsipras”, 23.2.2018) and TV 24 (title: “Positive
climate in the negotiations“, 22.2 .2018). The different coverage and different approach to foreign policy
have shown that there are differences in the editorial policy among TV channels, according to which they
were guided in deciding on the space they are willing to dedicate to these topics.
By contrast, in the reporting of the scandal with the abuse of the girl from the Public Institute for
sheltering of children with educational and social problems “25 May”, most media adopted a competitive
approach, in which they were trying to find out more information about the development of the events
and present different angles of the case. This was especially true for TV Telma, which included information
they have received and published them at least one day before the others (citation: “The prosecution
has one suspect for the rape of the 13-year-old girl resident of the Institution “25 May”, confirmed Telma
sources from the investigation“, 24.2.2018). TV Kanal 5, TV Sitel and TV 24 reported interviews with relevant
interlocutors on this case (the family lawyer, psychologists, representatives of NGOs, representative of the
Ombudsman), and TV Sitel occasionally reported with a critical tone (title: “The Public Prosecution knew
about the underaged girl, but did not take action, because there was no specific perpetrator“, 22.2.2018).
However, that was not even close to the commentary approach that TV Alfa had, which was often used
in the announcements of the feature stories (announcement: “In the meantime, the attitude of the socalled non-governmental organizations dealing with human rights, which are nowhere to be found, as if
they have left the country, is quite surprising. Imagine the reaction if the scandal with three underage
pregnant girls happened in the time of VMRO-DPMNE. Now-a-days we only have the loud silence of these
now governmental organizations “, 21.2. 2018). TV Alsat-M, the First and Second Programmes MTV 1 and
MTV 2 reported regularly on this case transmitting the daily updates. MTV 1 occasionally transmitted the
information through extended reports with background (title: “Institution 25 May, two more pregnant
residents”, February 20, 2018), which was not usual for the public service in the monitored period.
Although a significant number of feature stores were published regarding the court decisions related
to the violent incident of 27 April 2017, the media rarely went deeper into this topic. Only TV Alfa and TV
Telma, among which there were big differences in the reporting, covered this topic. TV Alfa had an evident
critical approach to the treatment of the defendants (title: “Appeal judges waited 20 days on the opinion
from the prosecutors”, 20.2.2018), while TV Telma used a research approach, trying to uncover more details
than those offered on the competitive television channels (title: “Sela was taken out of the Parliament
masked as a police officer”, 19.2.2018; quote: “Video of Jane Chento kicking Zoran Zaev”, 21.2.2018).
The problems in the functioning of the Parliament, the unsuccessful coordination of the political parties
with Parliament Speaker Talat Xhaferi and the problems that the majority had in providing a quorum for
the sessions, was a topic criticized by most media. This applies to the First Programme Service Broadcaster
MTV 1 (quote: “Two-week Parliamentary Lethargy”, 19.2.2018), TV Alsat-M (title: “Elected Vice-Presidents
of the Assembly, the majority has a quorum problem”, 20.2.2018), TV Kanal 5 (title: “Blocked Reform Laws”,
19.2.2018) and TV Sitel (title: “Unsuccessful coordination in Xhaferi’s cabinet, the Parliament remains
blocked”, 22.2.2018). The critical tone was intensified on TV 24 (title: “Parliamentary questions, Amdi
Bajram praises Zaev as the best Prime Minister”, 22.2.2018), while on TV Alfa and in connection with this
topic, a subjective commentary approach was noted (title: “New Award in the Republic of Macedonia: The
Function Vice President of the Assembly for the Members of Parliament who did a favour to the Government“,
21.2.2018). Though rarely, even in reporting from the Parliament, TV Telma highlighted information that
the television station has exclusively received (title: “New Parliamentary Rulebook is being prepared”, 23.2.
2018).
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The removal of the monument of Kjoseto was the main news on all TV channels when it happened, but
on TV Alfa it was the dominant topic in the following days. This television station published daily news,
analytical reports, interviews with the historian Nikola Zezhov, and the strong critical tone towards the new
government was once again noticeable (announcement: “The government kept its promise, Skopje 2014
will be gone”, 23.2.2018; announcement: “Kjoseto was an illegal construction, and the two-headed eagle of
the UCK was a monument, this scandalous statement was given by Petre Shilegov“, 24.2.2018). This topic
was mainly covered with extended reports, and Kanal 5 also paid more attention to the interview with the
Mayor of Centre, Sasha Bogdanovic, in connection with the decision to remove this monument, as well as
MTV 2 with an analytical contribution to the whole project, part of which was the statue of Kjoseto (title:
“The project “Skopje2014”does not reflect multiethnicity”, 23.2.2018).
A more individual engagement in reporting on the annual program for culture in the monitoring period
was shown by TV Alsat-M (title: “Institutions refute the Ministry of Culture”, 23.2.2018) and TV Kanal 5
(title: “The reaction from the Ministry of Culture did not reach the Anticorruption Commission“, 23.2.2018).
This scandal was already ten days old in the monitored period, so most televisions simply transmitted
statements, announcements and reports about the scandal.
TV Sitel was the only media that elaborated the topic in more detail with the possible shift of the
retirement age limit, with an analytical story broadcast even before the Prime Minister and the opposition
leader engaged in the debate (title: “Macedonians enjoy only 12 years of their retirement, will this time be
additionally reduced“, 20.2.2018). Other televisions regularly published mostly daily news, statements by
political leaders and reactions on this important topic.
Generally, all TVs paid the most attention to foreign political topics, as well as to the sensitive case with
the abused girl from the Public Institute for sheltering of children with educational and social problems “25
May”. Other central themes provoked varying interest in the monitored TV channels. Some topics, such as
the controversial annual cultural programme, have shown that it takes only ten days for a scandal to be
suppressed by others and to receive less attention, even though it has not been resolved. The approach to
the main topics and the use of different genres in their coverage reflected the differences in the editorial
policy of television stations regarding the importance and coverage angle of the topics. Yet, at the same time,
they showed different capacity, in terms of the comprehensiveness and depth of covering these topics. The
research approach in reporting on these topics was characteristic for TV Telma, and the analytical-critical
approach for TV Alsat-M and for TV24.
The first and the second programme service broadcasters, MTV 1 and MTV 2, more frequently kept
to the daily news, with the exception of a small number of topics, such as foreign policy or the scandal
in the Public Institute for sheltering of children with educational and social problems “25 May”. Kanal 5
was focused on the main topics of the monitoring period, but tried to cover it from as many different
angles as possible, primarily through interviews, and occasionally with analyses and surveys. The thematic
representation was similar with TV Sitel, with the exception of the topic of the retirement age limit, which
was more present. TV Alfa focused more on national issues such as the name issue or the statue of Kjoseto,
for which they reported in the manner of a commentary.
Thus, TV channels MTV 1, Sitel, Alfa and Kanal 5 showed that they had left the editorial convergence that
was characteristic for them in the past two years, as research from that period showed. TV Alfa is the only
TV that has retained some of the features of the editorial policy of that period, TV Kanal 5 shows potentials
for more professional coverage of the topics from the previous period, while TV Sitel and especially the First
Programme Service Broadcaster MTV 1 have replaced the propagandistic approach mostly by transmitting
information regarding the current events of the week the monitoring was conducted.
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3.2.Journalist engagement in reporting for the news editions of the TV channels
During the monitored period, eight televisions published a total of 56 feature stories related to topics
that were opened and elaborated by the newsrooms of a particular television station and which were
not directly related to the current events, representing a modest seven percent of the total number of
monitored articles. These stories included their own research that revealed new cases of possible abuse
of positions, exclusive information received by the media, analysis of promises that remained unfulfilled,
reports, correspondence stories, etc. In 256 feature stories (32 percent of the total monitored stories),
television stations exploited daily events as an occasion to give a broader overview of the events, connect
with each other in an appropriate context, add information they themselves have acquired, explain what
preceded the latest events, analyze, conduct interviews, etc. Half of these reports were extended reports.
The remaining 504 feature stories (61 percent) consisted of simply transferring the daily events without
greater journalist intervention.
Table 4: newsroom engagement in the news editions of the TV channels (number of features)
REPORTING

TOTAL

MTV 1

MTV 2

ALFA

TV-CHANNELS
ALSAT-M KANAL
5

SITEL

TELMA

TV 24

DAILY EVENTS

504

100

68

85

27

64

61

47

52

CURRENT TOPICS
IN A BROADER
CONTEXT

256

13

9

29

46

31

39

42

47

TOPICS
OPENED BY THE
MEDIUM

56

3

3

9

9

5

2

9

16

The practice of opening their own topics unrelated to the current events was more frequent on four
television stations - TV 24, TV Telma, TV Alsat-M and TV Alfa, rather than on the remaining four media - TV
Kanal 5, TV Sitel, MTV 1 and MTV 2. Moreover, TV 24 stood out most with features on topics opened by the
media itself, 16 out of 56 on all monitored TV channels .
Significant differences in the new
narrative engagement during the reporting
Chart 2: Editorial board engagement in the reporting
could be noted among the television
stations. Some of the engagements were
extremely rare. In others, they were more
61%
32%
7%
frequent due to the practice of extending
daily reports with background and broader
Daily events
Current topics
Topics opened
context, and the third engagement was
in a winder
by the medium
reduced to a strong commentary expression
context
with subjective views.
However, some television stations stood out by opening unknown topics through research stories
and reports, by finding exclusive information and by having an analytical approach to current, chronic or
forgotten problems.
In this respect, the most prominent were the research features on suspicious tenders in the Skopje High
School (title: “New scandal in the High Schoo ‘Arseni Jovkov’“, 21.2.2018) and temporary employment in
the Government. Through life stories about a child with a disability going to a school (title: “Children with
special needs left on the margins of society”, 19.2.2018) and a patient at the Skopje clinics (title: “Routine
operation turned into a nightmare for a 39-year-old woman“, 22.2.2018), the television presented the
general negative conditions with respect to social inclusion and healthcare, and through an urban story
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(title: ”Landfill in the centre of Skopje“, 23.2.2018) they presented not only communal problems but also the
challenges of the marginalized communities. However, it is noticeable that such stories were often placed
by the television at the middle or at the end of the news editions.
For TV Alsat-M, however, the opening of questions that were long forgotten, such as the unfulfilled
promises that brought benefits to government officials (title: “After abolishing customs for batteries, the
investors are nowhere to be found”, 19.2.2018), failed projects (title: “Municipalities cannot divest stadiums”,
19.2.2018) or local issues (title: “Municipal Council in Tetovo, political prisoner”, 25.2.2018) were quite
characteristics. Among the original features of TV Telma, exclusive media information (title: “Changing
the Parliament Rules of Procedure”, 23.2.2018), analyses of chronic problems (title: “Schools drowning in
debt”, 19.2.2018), correspondence reports (title: “Students with a solution for a better transport connection
between Macedonia and Bulgaria”, 24.2.2018) and life stories (title: “25-year-old mother seeking salvation
in alternative medicine“, 25.2.2018) could be found.
In TV Alfa there were correspondents’ reports (title: “Isar Fortress can be a magnet for tourists”,
24.2.2018), life stories of individuals (title: “Scandal - dismissed from work due to a Facebook status”,
24.2.2018) as well as analyses of chronic adverse conditions (title: “State microbiological laboratories do
not have reagents”, 23.2.2018). Among these articles there were reports with previously unknown details,
which were broadcast only by the media (title: “WikiLeaks: in 2008, Merkel urged Gruevski to accept the
Republic of Skopje”, 21.2.2018).
TV Kanal 5 opened and discussed the topic of whether the Ministry of Interior had the right to use
English in the passports. Among the small number of articles that the media published on topics unrelated
to the current events, there was also a report about a Macedonian with an interesting profession in London
(title: “Blogging in the age of social networks can be a way to relax, or a way to earn money”, 25.2.2018)
and analysis of a chronic problem (title: “Existing medication quotas are too small for the high demand”,
23.2.2018).
One report on the functioning of public institutions (title: “Chaos in the Birth Register”, 22.2.2018) and
one social life story (titled: “Single mother received notification that her child would not be able to start
kindergarten due to her unpaid bills”, 23.2.2018) were the only cases when TV Sitel did not cover daily
topics alone.
The engagement of this type of the MTV 1 Programme Service Broadcaster consisted in following the
events that others did not follow as preparation of a theater performance (title: “How to rob a bank,
premiering in Dramski”, 21.2.2018) or the international food fair (title: “Organic production: Growing
interest, growing product range”, 24.2.2018). Less frequently, these articles were analytical (title: “Healthy
Food: Benefit for Citizens and Caterers”, 25.2.2018). The only poll in the monitoring period that did not
apply to any current events (title: “Bitcoin: citizens with divided opinions”, 25.2.2018) was broadcast on the
MTV 2 Program Service Brodcaster.
Although their own feature stories were very rare, TV channels were rising above the simple transmission
of daily news and using them to make broader contributions to the current topics. This included extended
reports with background and context, analyses, interviews and research. In this direction, the few television
channels that featured a significantly smaller number of stories on original themes than the others stood
out. TV Kanal 5, for example, demonstrated strong engagement in the comprehensive reporting on current
topics, with extended reports followed by interviews, and occasionally with reports revealing new details
(title: “After Kjoseto, another five monuments from the Skopje 2014 project are pending relocation”,
24.2.2018), or expressing criticism (quote: “I would call this decision by Deputy Prime Minister Bujar
Osmani scandalous”, announcement on 24.2.2018). For TV Telma, it was characteristic to broadcast its
own research on current topics (title: “Kalina and Aleksandar probably froze within one hour”, 21.2.2018).
Another feature was that the media added exclusive information and updates to current events, such as the
information that Jane Chento, one of the defendants for the parliamentary violence of 27 April 2017, was
video-taped as he kicked Zoran Zaev (title: “Damovski, Ilievski and Arnaudov in house arrest”, 21.2.2018). In
other cases of reporting a critical tone was used (quotation: “With an already prepared answer on a sheet
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of paper, Minister Alagjozovski welcomed the question of how many decisions will be annulled and revised”,
25.2.2018).
Transmission reporting without significant journalistic engagement was the rarest on TV Alsat-M,
where reports with a heightened critical tone were common, such as the story for the appointment
of a new member to the Board of Public Prosecutors (citation: “Life came for some, but most often for
those who in the time of VMRO-DPMNE were accused by SDSM that they were servants of the so-called
Gruevski regime“, 23.2.2018). Such feature stories on TV 24 were mostly extended reports, but critical
reports could also be found (titled: “Will our national history survive”, 20.2.2018), as well as analyses
triggered by daily news of high public interest (title: “Mandatory gynecological examinations to reduce
infant mortality”, 21.2.2018).
A special feature of the journalistic engagement of TV Alfa were the comments (quoted: “Jokes on
social networks that the Parliament created a new award in Macedonia, the prize-winning function
”Vice President of the Assembly“, created for MPs who, in various ways did a favour to the Government”,
21.2.2018) and analyses (“Zhezhov: By removing monuments we are denouncing the Macedonian
history”, 22.1.2018). With the subjective approach to reporting, this television is the only one that
has remained relatively consistent with the editorial policy of the time of the previous government.
The engagement of this television was characterized by a pronounced subjective tone, which was
noticeable in several stories and in several announcements. Such a subjective relationship was not
encountered with TV Sitel, which at one time was the center of that system. Most of the stores with
significant journalistic engagement related to the current topics this time on TV Sitel were extended
reports, and the number of analyses (title: “Macedonians only enjoy 12 years of retirement, will this
period be reduced any further”, 20.2.2018) and the number of interviews was much lower.
The two channels of the Macedonian Television reported the least of the articles that went out of the
framework of transmitting information on daily events. Most often it was about extended reports. The
MTV 1 exception was an analysis with its own critical review (title: “Assembly: No agreement after the
coordination”, 19.2.2018), a feature story and an interview with MEP Ivo Vajgl. The analytical approach
was rarely seen on MTV 2 (title: “Analysts: the government needs a strong opposition”, 21.2.2018).

3.3. Topics prioritized by the media
The monitored televisions showed greater similarities than differences in the selection of topics
prioritized in the reporting period. The comparison between the content placed in the top five stories
of the news releases of each television station showed that the events of the day were usually given
preference in terms of topics that were revealed or analyzed by the media themselves.
This was especially true of events such as the visit of Prime Minister Zaev to Germany (21.2.2018),
the visit of the President of the European Commission Juncker to Macedonia (25.2.2018), the removal
of the monument of Kjoseto (24.2.2018) and the discovery of two new cases of pregnant girls in the
Institution “May 25” (20.2.2018).
In half of the monitored days, six of the eight television stations started the news with reports from
the same events, and the remaining two covered those events in the first five stories.
The matching only concerned the choice, and not the manner of reporting on these topics, so it
could not be viewed as an editorial convergence, as was the case with four of these televisions two or
three years ago.
Even in the days when there was no single dominant event of this type and when the biggest
differences were noted in the selection of the prime topics, at least three of the eight televisions
started the news with the same topic, such as MTV 2, Sitel and TV 24 with the name dispute on 23
February. The situation was similar on the next day on 24 February, when three televisions opened
the news with the removal of the sign with the inscription “Alexander the Great” from the Skopje
airport, and two with the decision of Deputy Prime Minister Bujar Osmani to boycott a conference on the
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Western Balkans in Banja Luka. Most of the other television channels gave priority to these two topics as
well, placing them among the top five.
Similarities between televisions were also due to the fact that they designated the opening segment of
the news for daily news stories, even in the days when they had a feature story and topics that they covered
independently. Or, as was the case with TV 24 and thes story of the suspicious tenders in high schools, the
first story on the topic (broadcast on 19 February) found a place in the opening part of the news, but the
sequels in the following days were placed in the middle or towards the end of news editions.
Here is the outlook with respect to the overlapping in the selection of topics for the opening part of the news.
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19 February

DATE

Table 5: Top five topics in the news editions of the TV channels in the monitoring period
PRIORITY TOPICS IN THE MONITORING PERIOD
MTV 1

MTV 2

KANAL 5

SITEL

Ivanov in
Turkey

Zaev on the
name issue

Zaev on the
name issue

Child dies at the
Clinic

20 February
21 February

ALFA

TV 24

ALSAT-M

Case “25 May”

Court trial on
the attac on
Sela

Case “25 May”

Investigation
about
Kajmakchalan

Ivona
Talevska’s
verdict

Case “25 May” School boycott

Discussion on
Kajmakchalan

Corruption
in the high
schools

Investigation
Angjushev
about
failed to live up
Kajmakchalan to his promise

New foreign
Interview on the Resignations on Discussion on
Russia vs. NATO
invesstment
name issue
“25 May”
Kajmakchalan
Reaction
by VMRODPMNE

Coordination in
the Parliament

English in the
passports

SDSM on “25
May”

Zaev on the
name issue

Court trial on
the attac on
Sela

Case “25 May”

Criminal charges
on “25 May”

Court trial on
the attac on
Sela

Internet
security

Child dies at
the Clinic

Child dies at
the Clinic

VMRO-DPMNE
on “25 May”

Investigation
about
Kajmakchalan

Ivona
Talevska’s
verdict

Flooded
stadium

Kotzias on the
name issues

Case “25
May”

Coordination
Ivona Talevska’s
in the
verdict
Parliament

22 February

TELMA

Meeting
IvanovErdogan

Discussion in
Parliament

Another 2
pregnant girls in
“25 May”

Another 2
pregnant girls in
“25 May”

Infant
mortality

Another 2
pregnant girls
in “25 May”

Another 2
pregnant girls
in “25 May”

Another 2
pregnant girls
in “25 May”

Zaev to
Berlin

Vice Presidents
of the Assembly

VMRO-DPMNE on
“25 May”

Interview on “25
May”

Investigation
on “25 May”

Investigation
on “25 May”

VMRO-DPMNE
on “25 May”

Interview on
“25 May”

Case “25
May”

Reforms in the
Parliamentо

Culture
Programme

Children’s clinic
closed

Report on the
ACMIS

Zaev to Berlin

Infant mortality

Infant
mortality

Infant
mortality

Apanage for
SEC

Meeting IvanovErdogan

Zaev to Berlin

Custody for
Chavkov

Discussion in
the Parliament

Zaev to Berlin

The flue
strikes again

Discussion
in the
Parliament

Zaev to Berlin

Highway signs

Meeting IvanovErdogan

Public
Prosecutors
Council

SDSM open to Mickoski on the
Zaev to Berlin
BESA
name issue

Meeting
Zaev-Merkel

MTV budget

Meeting ZaevMerkel

Meeting ZaevMerkel

Meeting ZaevMerkel

Highway signs

Two girls
missing

Meeting
Zaev-Merkel

Zaev in Berlin

MTV 2
programme

Interview on
Zaev-Merkel

Mickoski on the
name issue

Detentions on
the 27 April

Jugohrom

Case “25 May”

Detentions
on the 27
April

Ivanov in
Turkey

Meeting ZaevMerkel

Greek reactions
on Zaev-Merkel

Greek reactions
on IvanovErdogan

Kancheska’s
trial

Railway to
Bulgaria

VMRO-DPMNE
on “25 May’

Kancheska’s
trial

Statement on
Reform in the the reforms by
Zbogar

Ivanov in Turkey

Ivanov in Turkey

Corruption in
the SEC

Discussion in
Parliament

Detentions on
the 27 April

Declassified
ACMIS

Case “25
May”

Internal conflict
in BESA

Case “25 May”

Telekabel and
the Law on
AVMS

Meeting GashiSela

Custody for
Chavkov

Meeting ZaevMerkel

Vladimir
Talevski’s trial

EC Report

Osmani on
the Law on
languages

Kjoseto’s
monument
removed

Kjoseto’s
monument
removed

Kjoseto’s
monument
removed

Requalification
of the Almir’s
case

Kjoseto’s
monument
removed

Kjoseto’s
monument
removed

Discussion in
Parliament

Taravari no
longer has the
authorizations

Sasha
Bogdanovikj on
Kjoseto

Mickoski on
Kjoseto

Mickoski on
Kjoseto

Taravari no
longer has the
authorizations

VMRO-DPMNE
on Kjoseto

Reactions on
Kjoseto

Одземени
надлежности на
Таравари

Meeting
Taravari-Reka

VMRO-DPMNE
on Kjoseto

Detentions on
the 27 April

Reconstruction
of the
Government

Culture
programme

SDSM on
Kjoseto

Detentions
on the 27
April

Kjoseto’s
monument
removed

Kjoseto’s
monument
removed

SDSM on
Kjoseto

Case “25 May”

Taravari no
longer has the
authorizations

Detentions
on the 27
April

Administration
registration

Hahn
announcing a
recommendation

Political party
financing

Political party
financing
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reconstruction
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monument
removed

Analysis ZaevMerkel

Government

Name issue
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MTV 1

25 February

24 February

23 February

Case “25 May”

MTV 2

KANAL 5

SITEL

TELMA

ALSAT-M

ALFA

TV 24

Osmani is not
Meeting TsiprasMeeting Tsiprasgoing to Banja
Merkel
Merkel
Luka

New
Parliament
Rulebook

Osmani on the
Almir Case

Verdict for the
newspaper
“Republika”

Announcment
for Juncker in
Skopje

EC Report

Skopje 2014

Name issue

Greek media on
the name issue

Name issue

Protest on the
Almir Case

Reaction on
Kjoseto

Reaction on
Kjoseto

Adriatic-Ionian
Initiative

Protest on the
Almir Case

Interview on
the name
issues

Osmani is not
going to Banja
Luka

Corruption in
the MLS

New member
on the Board
of Public
Prosecutors

Experts about
Kjoseto

Sisters victims
of an attack

Third Mobile
Operator

Corruption
Analysis

ARM on a
briefing with
Ivanov

Political party
reactions on
Kjoseto

Reaction by
the MLS

Case “25 May”

VMRO-DPMNE
on Kjoseto

Case “25 May”

Retirement age
limit

New member
of the Board
of Public
Prosecutors

Telekabel and
the Law on
AVMS

Mickoski on the
Mickoski on
corruption
the corruption

Culture
Programme

Macedonia
United on
Kjoseto

Third Mobile
Operator

Reactions on
Osmani

Name issue

Reactions on
Osmani

Pedestrian killed
Case “25 May”
in Skopje

Changed
airport sign

Changed airport
sign

Changed
airport sign

Announcment
Juncker in Skopje

Zaev on the
majority

Changed
airport sign

Announcment
Juncker in
Skopje

Name issue

Name issue

Interview with Ivo
Vajgl

Osmani on
the3-6-9 plan

Kotzias
coming to
Skopje

Osmani on the
3-6-9 plan

Shilegov on
Kjoseto

MEPs coming
to Skopje

Clash in BESA

Law on
languages

Changed
airport sign

Tsipras on the
name

Government

Government
reconstruction

VMRO-DPMNE
on Kjoseto

Government
reconstruction

Changed airport
sign

Reactions on
Osmani

Name issue

Analysis on the Interview with
Clash in BESA
name issues
Shekerinska

Macedonia
United on
Kjoseto

Case “25 May”

Meeting ZaevJuncker

Meeting ZaevJuncker

Meeting ZaevJuncker

Meeting ZaevJuncker

Meeting ZaevJuncker

Sante Plus
investigation

Revision on the
VMRO museum

Meeting ZaevJuncker

VMRO-DPMNE on
the reforms

Analysis of
Juncker’s visit

Meeting
IvanovJuncker

MEP visitng
Skopje

MOC status

Meeting ZaevJuncker

Government
reconstruction

MP from
SIRIZA on the
name

Meeting JunckerIvanov

Zaev on the
opposition

Interview on
Juncker’s visit

VMRO-DPMNE
on Osmani

Mickoski on
Osmani

VMRO-DPMNE
on the reforms

VMRO-DPMNE
on Osmani

Dismantling
Skopje 2014

Mickoski on
Osmani

Meeting GashiTachi

Mickoski on
Osmani

Detentions on
the 27 April

Culture
Programme

MP from
SIRIZA on the
name

Meeting ZaevJuncker

Criminal
charges
against
Marjan
Cvetkovski

Criminal charges
against Marjan
Cvetkovski

Detentions on
the 27 April

MP from
SIRIZA on the
name

Revision of the
VMRO museum

Sante Plus
investigation

Zaev’s
statement
on the name
issue

VMRO-DPMNE
Case “25 May”
on the reforms

Announcment
Reactions on
Juncker in
Osmani
Skopje
Interview on
Changed airport
the EU and
sign
NATO

4. ACTORS COVERED IN THE MEDIA
Taking into consideration the fact that the monitored televisions reported more frequently on the same
topics than on different ones, the stories often included the same or similar actors. The most frequent subjects
in the news editions were the state officials, whereby the media generally fulfilled their obligation to inform
about the activities of those who manage the institutions on behalf of the citizens. This was accompanied
by the large representation of the institutions as subjects of the reporting. On the other hand, the attempts
to reactivate the Parliament, the video addresses of the leader of the opposition VMRO-DPMNE, Hristijan
Mickoski and the press conferences of other representatives of his party, as well as the internal developments
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in some smaller parties like BESA, have contributed to ranking the political parties of the opposition in second
place according to the news coverage.
Since the monitored period was a period of intense diplomatic activity (visits by Prime Minister Zaev to
Germany and President Ivanov to Turkey, the arrival of the President of the European Commission Juncker in
Skopje) and a time when the activities aimed at overcoming the name issue were in constant focus of the public,
many foreign statesmen and diplomats could also be found in the news. The prolongation of detentions for the
incidents in the Parliament of the 27 April 2017, as well as other court decisions, contributed to the fact that the
actors from the judicial branch (judges, prosecutors, lawyers) were among the most represented actors.
Unlike government officials such as state or local officials, ruling political parties were less represented in
the news. They could be found mostly in reports from the events in Parliament or when the announcements
responded to statements given by the opposition. The case of the sexually abused girl from the Institution
“May 25” provoked a large number of civil society organizations to raise their voice. Other activities of
non-governmental organizations were also covered, such as their research, analyses or comments on the
environment, corruption, the judiciary, the media, etc. The civil sector was also represented in the articles
about the controversial annual cultural programme, as well as the tragedy of Kajmakchalan.
Apart from these subjects, representatives of the academic community, diplomats, health workers,
farmers, cultural workers, media representatives, international organizations, educators, political analysts,
trade union representatives and other actors occasionally appeared in the TV news.
Table 6: The most frequently present actors in the news editions of the TV channels
ACTIVE

TOTAL

MTV 1

MTV 2

ALFA

TV-CHANNELS
АЛСАТ- KANAL
М
5

SITEL

TELMA

TV 24

STATE OFFICIALS

241

37

30

28

27

27

34

21

37

OPPOSITION PP

189

31

19

34

15

25

23

21

21

PUBLIC
INSTITUTIONS

130

11

6

15

13

18

18

21

28

JUDICIAL AUTHORITIES

90

12

9

8

14

7

7

17

16

FOREIGN STATESMEN

87

12

4

17

8

12

14

9

11

GOVERNING PP

70

13

6

5

9

7

11

11

8

CIVIC
ORGANIZATIONS

69

9

6

14

8

8

10

6

8

LOCAL AUTHORITIES

53

6

5

4

6

8

5

8

11

BUSINESS
COMMUNITY

44

10

3

3

2

3

8

5

10

STATE OFFICIALS

41

9

2

11

1

5

7

4

2

VULNERABLE
GROUPS

38

7

3

6

3

3

5

4

7

ACCUSED

33

6

5

2

4

3

3

5

5

GOVERNING PP

17

2

/

11

/

1

1

2

/

OPPOSITION PP

13

4

2

3

1

/

1

2

/

PASSIVE
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The majority of actors present in the TV news were active stakeholders, that is, they were included with
their statements in the feature stories. Two categories of subjects appeared almost exclusively as passive vulnerable groups and suspects in court cases. Reporting on the vulnerable categories was most commonly
related to the residents of the Institution “25 May”, and the suspects were mentioned in connection with
the decision to extend detention related with the abusive violence of the 27 April 2017. They were passive
actors, because according to the nature of the events - some as victims of sexual abuse, and others as
detained, they could not be available to the media. The institutions, NGOs, legal representatives and other
entities spoke on their behalf.
The structure of the most represented actors was similar in most televisions, and more characteristic
differences could be found in the ratio, as well as in the type of actors that were less frequently encountered
in the news. For example, the MTV 1 Programme Service Broadcast more often represented cultural workers
than others, since the television broadcast reports from the preparation of theater performances and other
contributions (title: „The play“ How to rob a bank „premieres in Dramski“, 21.2 .2018). On the other hand,
TV Alsat-M provided slightly greater involvement of the local institutions (title: „Municipality of Saraj: There
was no handover“, 20.2.2018). Frequent broadcasting of interviews with different interlocutors regarding the
current topics (title: „Spasov: Macedonia should take this chance“, 22.2.2018) contributed to encountering
representatives of the academic community and political analysts on TV Kanal 5 more often. The research
stories about the tenders in the schools of TV 24, on the other hand, contributed to the representation
of educational workers on this TV in comparison to other media (titled: „Investigation in Arsenij Jovkov“,
20.2.2018). On other television stations, the representation of subjects was similar to the general one,
with the exception of TV Alfa, which differed in that the opposition political parties were present in the
news even more often than the state officials. The reason for this was the frequent transmission of press
conferences by VMRO-DPMNE (this political party is found in 29 TV feature stories, while other media did
not report as much on all opposition parties together).
The attitude towards the actors, however, largely coincided with the attitude of the TV channels to the
topics they reported on. Since the daily news were the most present in the reporting, the media were more
often passive recipients of the information created by the actors. But those televisions that had a more
analytical or critical approach to the reporting, had a more active attitude towards the actors. Such was the
example with TV Alsat-M, which criticized Deputy Prime Minister Kocho Angjushev for a personal gain from
the unfulfilled promise (title: “After abolishing customs for batteries, the investors are nowhere to be found”,
19.2.2018), or with TV Alfa that ahad a critical approach, with a certain level of of subjective comments,
to several topics (title: „Scandalous silence regarding the underaged girls from May 25“, 22.2.2018). A
more active attitude towards the actors was also noted on TV Telma (title: „Reactions to the annual culture
programme have not subsided“, 19.2.2018) and TV 24 (title: „State or personal decision“, 24.2.2018), and
occasionally on other media.

5. LOCATIONS OF REPORTING IN THE NEWS EDITIONS OF THE TV CHANNELS
In the monitored period, the television channels were mostly focused on Skopje. Three quarters of the
broadcasts reported from or about the Capital. The remaining one quarter was related to other locations in
Macedonia or abroad. From the locations abroad, the most frequent were the feature stories from Brussels
and Berlin, due to the events related to Macedonia, and from the cities in our country - Tetovo and Ohrid.
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Table 7: The most frequent locations covered in the news editions on the TV channels
LOCATIONS

TOTAL

MTV 1

MTV 2

ALFA

TV-CHANNELS
ALSAT- KANAL
М
5

SITEL

TELMA

TV 24

SKOPJE

586

85

62

76

61

76

72

68

86

OTHER CITIES IN
MACEDONIA

100

9

8

17

5

12

14

17

18

RURAL AREAS

11

1

1

1

4

1

1

1

1

ABROAD

80

19

4

17

4

8

11

10

7

MULTIPLE
LOCATIONS

19

3

2

4

2

2

3

1

2

NO CLEAR
LOCATION

6

1

/

/

1

1

1

1

1

Rural areas were extremely underrepresented. Only TV Alsat-M broadcast feature stories from other
municipalities, such as, for example, Saraj and Studenichani (title: „Boycotting classes in Vrtekica, the
inspectors on the ground“, 19.2.2018). On most television channels, the only reports from the rural areas of
the country were on the visit of Prime Minister Zoran Zaev to the Municipality of Konche.
Fewer articles covered several locations, and there were rare cases where there was no clear location.
The geographical concentration of the media was another illustration of their focus on the daily affairs.
The most important events in the country occur in Skopje, and therefore the capital city dominates as a
location from or about which the jounralists report. Geographic diversity was absent even from the two
channels of the Macedonian Television, although the public service broadcaster has a correspondent
network and greater responsibilities to represent various regions in the country, when commercial media
are not interested or lack the capacities to do that.
Chart 3: The most frequent locations covered in
the news editions
80
11

Skopje
Other cities in MK
Rural areas

19 6

100

Abroad
Multiple locations
No clear location

586

TV channels Alfa TV broadcast their own stories and analyses from other cities in Macedonia (“The
seat of the Faculty of Law returns to Bitola”, 23.2.2018; “Isar Fortress can become a Tourist Attraction”,
24.2.2018), TV Alsat-M (“Tetovo Municipal Council, political prisoner”, 25.2.2018), TV Kanal 5 (“Improving
the quality of teaching in Veles with the Erasmus + programme”, 24.2.2018), TV Telma (“The schools in
Bitola are drowning in debt”, 19.2.2018; “The Road Poroj-Gjermo still blocked”, 20.2. 2018; “Students from
Strumica with a solution for a better transport connection from Macedonia to Bulgaria” 23.2.2018); and TV
24 (“Municipality is drowing in debt, Mayor Merko is buying a luxury limousine”, 21.2.2018; “Principals from
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Gostivar disappointed with the decision of the Ministry of Education”. Other television stations „left“ the
Capital more frequently when there were significant daily news.
A characteristic of the MTV 1 Programme Service Broadcaster during the monitored period was that it
published two personal stories from locations abroad, i.e. an interview with MEP Ivo Vajgl from Brussels
and a a feature on an organic food fair in Nuremberg.
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6. CONCLUSIONS
The diversity of reporting in the central news on the most-watched TV channels has been greatly
improved, compared with the conclusions of surveys conducted a year or two ago, suggesting that half of
the TVs left the impression of being run by the same center due to great similarities in the choice of topics
and approach in covering the stories.
All the monitored media covered in this research showed their specifics in the informing and there were
practically no two news editions on different televisions that were similar to each other. But, the conclusion
of the monitoring cannot be that this diversity was a result of competition between the media in the
direction of finding different contents or different forms of expression in the service of the public interest.
From the data in the survey it can be concluded that the differences were more the result of the way news
editing was done and the choice made by the various editors about which topics would give them greater
or less attention and how they would present the information content. TV channels did not invest equal
efforts in serving the public interest, and the differences between them were mainly derived from their
editorial policy. Therefore, in the informative spectrum we have televisions that do not go deeper under the
surface of the events, televisions that have chosen the commentary expression as their characteristic in the
reporting, televisions that have a more analytical approach to the transmission of information content and
which apply investigative journalism in the news.
There are significant similarities between the media in the selection of topics they report. In most cases,
the news agenda was imposed by the current events. There were moderate differences in the degree of
representation of the current topics. Various media have chosen to give more or less space to various
events, depending on the editorial policy.
The main differences were noted in the approach to the most commonly represented topics and the
manner of reporting on them. They ranged from simply transmitting the latest information on the public
service broadcaster, through the commentary approach of TV Alfa, the analytical-critical attitude of TV
Alsat-M, comprehensive reporting through extended reports and interviews on TV Kanal 5, the extended
reports on TV Sitel, the occasional research approach of TV Telma, right up to the current and occasionally
analytical reporting of TV 24. Although it was noteworthy that the attempts of different TV channels to be
recognizable by their character and style of reporting, most of the stories in the monitoring period were
published with small or insignificant journalistic engagement
Only on TV Alsat-M and TV 24 the number of feature stories that simply transmitted information on the
latest events was under 50 perscent, and this ration reached almost 90 percent in the case of MTV 1.
The monitoring showed that there was a lack of analytical approach to reporting on most TV channels,
and that there are still subjective and commentary interpretations of current events in some TV channels.
The different approach in the reporting resulted in genre diversity with the media in the monitoring
period. Although the reports (simple or extended) were the dominant form of expression on all televisions,
some of them were characterized by the more frequent use of interviews (TV Kanal 5), research articles (TV
24), analyses (TV Alsat -M), commentaries (TV Alfa) or feature stories (TV Telma). Moreover, the monitoring
showed that the TV channels still broadcast a large number of statements and announcements without any
journalistic intervention.
The number of stories on topics outside the frame of current events was insignificant on all televisions,
and the number of research stories was even less than the above. Televisions do not use their capacities to
abandon the agenda of daily news and to impose their own public interest topics as much. In that direction,
it is necessary to increase the number of stories dealing with topics that are not related to daily events, but
with chronic problems in society or with unknown events of public interest, such as surveys, analyses and
reports, which, in turn, require more time and resources for production.
Despite all the differences that could be noticed among the media, in the monitoring period they showed
great similarities in the selection of the topics they prioritized and positioned among the top five stories
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in the news. In doing so, the daily news in some cases gained preference over the research stories and the
exclusive information received by the individual media. The impression is that TV channels do not give
priority to the stories that were the result of their editorial team engagement in respect of the daily events
reports, which is actually one of the ways to achive diversity of topics in the news content.
State officials and public institutions are the most prevalent actors on all TV channels, which was
expected because they are in the public focus, but often the media agenda stemmed from events related to
officials. A positive development in the balance of reporting was that the political parties of the government
were much less represented as active actors in relation to the political parties of the opposition, because
the government‘s voice is heard through the officials and institutions, while the central subjects the
opposition used to express itself were the political parties. Monitoring showed that there was a lack of a
more active attitude of TV channels to political actors, rather than just transferring the information they
create. Additionally, a more positive approach is needed in the reporting, i.e. - instead of just transmitting
news from officials and institutions, there is a lack of reports that show what effect they have on the
citizens, what kind of problems could a certain new measure solve or what kind of a negative consequence
could arise from a new decision. The news editions should maintain the balance of representation of the
government representatives (represented as state or local officials or as political party members) and the
opposition (represented mostly as political party members).
The location diversity is quite insignificant, given that three-quarters of the articles were related to Skopje.
Among the individual media, there were moderate differences in the space they dedicate to content related
to other regions in the country, but Skopje was the dominant location for all of them.
The final conclusion is that there is a diversity of reporting, but it is a product of qualitative differences
in which some televisions are closer and others are further away from the professional standards that a
medium should have in order to serve the public interest.
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